
AI-driven bot protection. 
Block bots effortlessly.
Agentless bot management that makes trusted, autonomous 
anti-bot security a reality for enterprise across all attack surfaces.

Trusted by InfoSec and fraud teams to:

Netacea solutions and services

Traditional bot protection is broken. 
Netacea fixes that.

Reduce risk exposure

Keep pace with evolving and 
sophisticated attacks with confidence 
and accuracy. Avoid revenue, customer 
and brand damage.

Netacea 
Bot Protection

Netacea 
Bot Threat Feed

Netacea 
Threat Intelligence Service

Accelerate threat response

Identify attacks in real time, eliminating 
manual processes. Apply defensive AI to 
combat the threats that are evolving too 
quickly for humans to keep pace.

Enhance threat intelligence

Understand attacker activities before 
they strike. Apply dark web intelligence to 
defensive strategies.

Legacy bot protection tools can’t protect against the level of 
sophistication used in today’s bot attacks.

Enterprise security teams are still dealing with:

•  Multiple, complex deployments

•  Controls that need constant manual intervention

•  Missed attacks that critically impact revenue

•  Poor visibility to identify all endpoint traffic

•  Always being reactive, never in control

Limited endpoint visibility

Visible to attackers. Easy to bypass

Slow to adapt. Misses attacks

Costly, manual, high maintenance

Agentless, full attack surface visibility 

Self-managing, automated updates

Defensive AI stops threats in real time

Invisible to attackers. Tough to bypass

Legacy Controls

Fully automated bot management 
software with defensive AI, delivers real-
time threat detection and response for 
websites, apps and APIs.

Specialist automated threat intel feed for 
security operations. Apply where needed 
to augment existing controls.

Dedicated threat intelligence expertise. 
Threat services that monitor dark web 
and threat actors to provide you critical 
intel before they strike.



Netacea in numbers

more bots blocked than 
competitors

33x

signals analyzed daily

36 billion
false positive rate

0.001%

“We saw 49% more carding and account 
takeover attacks than PerimeterX/Human. 
Agentless in nature, easy to test, and even 
easier to implement.” 

Head of Infosec
Retail

Scalping

Fake Account Creation Carding Loyalty Point Fraud

API AttacksCAPTCHA Bypass

Account TakeoverCredential Stuffing Scraping

We protect you against:

Why customers choose us

Agentless, self-managing

Protect websites, APIs and apps with 
a single, dynamically updated, edge 
integration that is invisible to attackers.

Trusted defensive AI 

Block bots, not humans. Highly 
accurate hands-free detection 
automatically blocks more bots than 
traditional solutions.

Specialist bot intelligence 

Visualize live incidents in real time, 
understand business impact and get 
forewarning of the planned attacks.

Automate your bot protection today with Netacea

Start blocking unwanted bot traffic today 
Visit Netacea.com to book a demo


